Abstract. In this paper, we present variable-stepsize explicit parallel peer methods grounded in the interpolation idea. Approximation, stability, and convergence are studied in detail. In particular, we prove that some interpolating peer methods are stable on any variable mesh in practice. Double quasi consistency is utilized to introduce an efficient global error estimation formula in the numerical methods under discussion. The main advantage of these new adaptive schemes is the fact that the leading terms of their local and true errors coincide. Thus, controlling the local error of such methods by cheap standard techniques automatically regulates their global error as well. Numerical experiments of this paper support theoretical results presented below and illustrate how the new global error control concept works in practice. We also conduct a comparison with explicit ODE solvers in MATLAB.
Introduction.
In this paper, we discuss methods for solving numerically ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form ( 
1.1) x (t) = g t, x(t) , t ∈ [t 0 , t end ], x(t
where x(t) ∈ R m and g : D ⊂ R m+1 → R m is a sufficiently smooth function. This problem is supposed to have a unique solution x(t) on the integration interval [t 0 , t end ]. The class of numerical schemes to be considered here possesses the important property of quasi consistency discovered by Skeel in 1976 (see [23] ). The cited paper proves that the order of the global error of some numerical methods is equal to the order of their local error. The first quasi-consistent methods are found among Nordsieck formulas in 1977 (see [26] ). Notice that Skeel and Jackson [26] studied consistency and quasi consistency in the class of fixed-stepsize methods only. Moreover, Kulikov and Shindin [15] discovered in 2006 that conventional Nordsieck formulas cannot exhibit the quasi-consistent behavior on variable meshes; i.e., their local and global errors are not of the same order with respect to stepsize, because of the order reduction phenomenon. Later on, Weiner et al. [30] constructed actual variable-stepsize quasiconsistent numerical schemes in the family of explicit two-step peer formulas. Quasi consistency was used in their paper to boost the convergence order of the mentioned numerical methods (in what follows, we call it the order of the method for the sake of brevity). Those formulas are termed superconvergent two-step peer methods.
Kulikov [12] further advanced the study of quasi-consistent numerical integration by Nordsieck formulas. He explored advantages of global error estimation and control in the class of quasi-consistent Nordsieck schemes. He found that local error estimates of some Nordsieck formulas can be sufficiently good approximations to their true error, at least for some ODEs. However, the usual property of quasi consistency is not enough to ensure that the local error and the true error are asymptotically equal (i.e., they have the same principal term) for any problem. That is why he formulated the stronger property of double quasi consistency for Nordsieck methods in [12] , which means that the principal terms of the local and true errors coincide. Unfortunately, Kulikov proved in the cited paper that there exists no doubly quasiconsistent Nordsieck formula. The maximum that we can expect from conventional Nordsieck methods is the property of super-quasi consistency discovered in [17] .
Doubly quasi-consistent numerical schemes were fortunately found in the class of general linear methods (see [4] , [10] for more information on general linear methods). More precisely, the first scheme of such sort belongs to the family of fixed-stepsize s-stage explicit parallel peer methods (EPP-methods) .
In formula (1.3), ⊗ denotes the Kronecker tensor product (see, for example, [20] for the definition and properties of the product). We stress that the coefficient matrices A and B are constant and numerical scheme (1.2) admits an effective parallel implementation across the method. EPP-methods were studied in a more general form in Weiner et al. [29] . Below, we formulate basic results on approximation, stability, and convergence of the fixed-stepsize EPP-methods. Definition 1.
The vector-function L(T k , x(t), τ) := L i (t ki , x(t), τ)
, where the entries satisfy Corollary 1.3 gives us a way to construct consistent EPP-methods of the form (1.2) in practice (see [29] for more details).
We recall that the principal feature of peer methods is the fact that all entries of the solution vector X k possess similar properties in terms of stability and accuracy of numerical integration. This means that any stage value of a peer method can be taken as the output solution. That is why we require the same set of order conditions (1.6) to hold for each stage value. Moreover, it is assumed throughout the paper that no order condition AB i (p + 1) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , s, is satisfied for any EPP-method (1.2) of consistency order p.
It is clear that condition (1.5) is sufficient for convergence of order p. Certainly, the property of zero-stability is necessary for that. In our case, it means that any power of the matrix B is bounded. So, it suffices to require that the spectral radius of this matrix not exceed one, i.e., (B) ≤ 1, and the eigenvalues of modulus one are simple. In what follows, we consider that all peer methods (1.2) satisfy this zero-stability condition.
However, the consistency of order p (i.e., condition (1.5)) is not necessary for convergence of order p. Weiner et al. [30] found that some explicit peer methods require less consistency for that. It is proved that the following conditions are sufficient to ensure that the local and global errors are of the same order. Definition 1.4. The EPP-method (1.3) is said to be quasi-consistent of order p when its defect satisfies the conditions
for any sufficiently small stepsize τ , any vector T k := (t ki ) s i=1 ∈ [t 0 , t end ], and any sufficiently smooth ODE (1.1).
The Taylor expansion of the left-hand sides of formulas (1.7) gives us a more constructive way to define the quasi-consistent peer methods via their coefficients. 
where the vector AB(l) :
. Notice that Definition 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 deal with EPP-methods presented in the matrix form (1.3).
Kulikov and Weiner [19] introduce the stronger property of double quasi consistency for the EPP-methods under discussion to benefit their global error evaluation technique, which exploits the fact that the local and true errors of some peer methods are asymptotically equal. This property can be formulated mathematically as follows. Definition 1.6. The EPP-method (1.3) is said to be doubly quasi-consistent of order p when its local error satisfies the conditions
for any sufficiently small stepsize τ , any vector
, and any sufficiently smooth ODE (1.1).
We remark that Definitions 1.2 and 1.4 can be formulated equivalently in terms of the local error of this and other classes of numerical schemes. However, Definition 1.6 is correct only for the local error, but generally not for the defect, if we consider implicit methods, for example. We recall that the main advantage of the double quasi consistency is the fact that the local error and the true error of a doubly quasi-consistent scheme are asymptotically equal; i.e., they have the same principal term. Thus, satisfying conditions that are equivalent to (1.9) for the defect of numerical methods is not enough, in general, to provide this. For instance, we can identify numerical schemes whose defect satisfies conditions that are similar to (1.9). Super-quasi-consistent Nordsieck formulas discovered in [17] are the case. On the other hand, Kulikov [12] proves that no Nordsieck scheme is doubly quasi-consistent. Fortunately, the notions of the defect and the local error coincide for the peer methods under discussion because these methods are explicit. Therefore we will not further distinguish these concepts and consider that both of them mean formula (1.4). It is also clear from Definition 1.6 that any doubly quasi-consistent scheme (1.3) belongs to the class of the quasi-consistent EPP-methods (see Definition 1.4).
Again, the Taylor expansion around the node t k allows formulas (1.9a) and (1.9b) to be replaced with the same conditions but formulated only for the coefficients of method (1.3 
The proof of Corollary 1.7 is published in [19] . More precisely, Kulikov and Weiner prove in the above-cited paper that the principal terms of the local and true errors of a doubly quasi-consistent EPP-method (1.3) coincide (see Theorem 4 in [19] ). They also present the first 3-stage doubly quasi-consistent formula of order 2 and supply it with the efficient global error estimation scheme. That error estimation is based on the embedded method approach and, most importantly, it does not exploit any Jacobian evaluation. This distinguishes the error computation formula presented in [19] from other global error evaluation methods (compare, for instance, with [1] , [11] , [13] , [14] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [21] , [24] , [25] , [28] ).
Unfortunately, the above-mentioned doubly quasi-consistent EPP-method (1.3) is hardly recommended for practical use because of its fixed-stepsize nature. Some improvement is possible by means of the density control developed recently for geometric integration and other methods (see, for example, [2] , [8] , [27] ). However, that control seems to not be able to resolve the principal difficulty of fixed-stepsize implementation of doubly quasi-consistent numerical schemes in the sense of global error control efficiency. To match a proper grid for a user-supplied accuracy condition we have to repeat the computation from the beginning of the integration interval. This contradicts the main feature of double quasi consistency. Actually, the latter property means that doubly quasi-consistent numerical schemes do not need any global error estimation and control at all to compute the numerical solution for a user-supplied accuracy condition when the diameter of the grid is sufficiently small. The conventional local error control is expected to achieve this goal automatically. In other words, doubly quasi-consistent schemes will not require repeated computations from the beginning of the integration interval when controlling their true errors, which are unavoidable in usual global error control procedures. For example, Skeel [24] , [25] mentioned that at least two integrations over the interval [t 0 , t end ] are needed to control the global error of numerical methods. He also argued in the cited papers that the cost of global error control was the main obstacle for using it commonly in ODE solvers. We stress that the principal distinction between the local error and the global error is the fact that the local error has no history, but the global error can have a very long history. When controlling the local error we recompute the numerical solution within one step only. When controlling the global error, in general, we have to recompute its full history. In other words, we have to recompute the numerical solution completely, i.e., from the beginning of the integration interval. Extra numerical integrations can be extremely expensive for some problems and should be avoided if possible. On the other hand, the global error control in doubly quasi-consistent schemes is expected to be as cheap as the ordinary local error control. This is the main challenge of our paper; namely, we want to construct and study numerical methods with such an inherent global error control facility. These new schemes are expected to produce numerical solutions satisfying user-supplied accuracy conditions (or close to them) without repeated computations from the beginning of the integration interval, i.e., for a single integration of the problem.
Certainly, our approach cannot be as robust as the best global error control techniques, but it is much cheaper because we never recompute the numerical solution from the beginning of the integration interval in this paper. We recall that the true error of any numerical scheme at a mesh node is split into two parts: the local error and the transported (i.e., accumulated) error. The accumulated part of the true error is dominant in standard consistent methods (see, for example, [3] , [4] , [7] , [10] ). However, we have the opposite situation in doubly quasi-consistent numerical schemes; i.e., the local part of the error dominates the accumulated part (which is at least one order higher) when the grid diameter is small enough (see [12] , [19] , and Definition 1.6 above). On the other hand, we are not able to significantly reduce the accumulated part of the true error of doubly quasi-consistent methods when controlling only the local part of this error and reducing accordingly the size of the current step, i.e., without repeated numerical integrations from the beginning of the interval [t 0 , t end ]. This means that the reliability of our idea is limited by the size of the higher order accumulated error. So the global error control mechanism presented here might not be as accurate as the best global error control strategies. It is also clear that our technique works better for stringent tolerances because they reduce, in general, the diameter of the generated mesh and, hence, the size of the accumulated part of the global error. Finally, the challenge of this paper is not to compete with standard global error control techniques in the accuracy of computation, but rather it is to show that the conventional local error control mechanism implemented in doubly quasi-consistent schemes can produce more accurate numerical solutions for given tolerances than when implemented in classical consistent numerical methods. In many cases, we compute numerical solutions that correspond well to the prescribed quality of integration.
The most serious difficulty here is the fact that doubly quasi-consistent EPPmethods were found among only fixed-stepsize schemes for the moment. Thus, to accommodate them to variable meshes we apply polynomial interpolation of a sufficiently high degree. It is convenient because all stage values of peer methods are equally accurate and, hence, can be utilized to fit a proper interpolating polynomial. Below, we discuss approximation, stability, convergence, and double quasi consistency of the new class of interpolating EPP-methods. We design an effective error estimation formula and use the conventional stepsize selection algorithm to produce accurate numerical solutions in automatic mode. In general, we follow the theory of multistep formulas of the interpolation type presented in [13] (see also [3] , [4] , [7] , [10] ).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we formulate a definition of variable-stepsize interpolating EPP-methods. Section 3 explores approximation, stability, and convergence of these new numerical schemes. As the most important result, we prove the existence of interpolating EPP-methods that are stable on any practical mesh. Double quasi consistency of such EPP-methods is also studied in the same section. Section 4 focuses on our error estimation technique based on the embedded method approach. We build three embedded pairs of interpolating EPPmethods that are suitable for practical use. Numerical tests that confirm the power of these new explicit schemes in the sense of accuracy of computation are presented in section 5. There, a comparison with built-in MATLAB ODE solvers is also done. The last section summarizes results obtained in this paper and outlines future plans.
2.
Interpolating EPP-methods. First, we introduce a variable grid with a diameter τ on the integration interval [t 0 , t end ] by
where τ := max 0≤k≤K−1 {τ k }. It is clear that EPP-method (1.2) cannot be applied on w τ . Now we explain how to accommodate this method to the variable mesh.
Let us consider that we have completed the (k − 1)st step of the size τ k−1 and computed the numerical solution x
Further, we want to advance the next step of the size τ k = τ k−1 . At this point, we have the grid
. . , s} and we need the grid 
where We stress that the interpolating polynomial H
is unique for an s-stage method (1.2) with distinct nodes c i , but there are different ways of representing this polynomial. Thus, the interpolating EPP-method (2.1) is also defined uniquely for any underlying fixed-stepsize EPP-method (1.2) with distinct nodes c i . Certainly, it is possible to utilize other interpolating polynomials of higher or lower degrees to obtain different interpolating EPP-methods. However, we restrict ourselves to the above-mentioned interpolation technique in this paper.
It is clear from Definition 2.1 that a starting procedure must replace formula (2.1a) for the first step. In what follows, we concentrate on approximation, stability, and convergence issues for method (2.1).
3. Approximation, stability, and convergence of interpolating EPPmethods. We start with the definition of the defect of interpolating EPP-methods.
where
and the entries satisfy It follows from Definition 3.
) if order conditions (1.6) hold for the underlying fixed-stepsize EPP-formula (1.2) with distinct nodes c i . This can be easily proved through the usual Taylor expansion of the defect (3.1) around the mesh point t k . Then, we conclude that the interpolating EPP-method (2.1) is convergent of order min{p, s − 1} because of the error accumulation process of numerical integration. The full proof is presented in the form of Theorem 3.7. Certainly, zero-stability has to be provided on variable grids w τ . Unfortunately, zero-stability of the underlying EPP-method (1.2) does not ensure, in general, zero-stability of the interpolating EPP-method and must be required additionally. 
where entries of the matrix H(θ k ) are defined by the formula
R is a finite constant, and
is the corresponding stepsize ratio of the grid w τ . Proof. To study zero-stability on variable meshes we apply method (2.1) to the equation x = 0 and arrive at
is the interpolating polynomial of degree s − 1 fitted to the numerical solution x k−1 k−1,i , i = 1, 2, . . . , s, from the previous step. We have to find the propagation matrix of method (3.4), which is responsible for zero-stability of the interpolating EPP-method (2.1).
Here, it is convenient to utilize the interpolating polynomial H
Notice that the distinct nodes c i are necessary in the EPP-method (1.2) for the correctness of formula (3.5) . Further, the definition of the grids w k−1 , w k in section 2 and (3.4), (3.5) result in the following step-update formula:
where h jl (θ k ) is defined by (3.3) . It is clear that method (3.6) will provide stable integration if and only if condition (3.2) holds for the variable grid w τ . The theorem is proved. We remark that Theorem 3.2 works correctly on equidistant meshes as well. The interpolating EPP-method (2.1) and the underlying EPP-method (1.2) coincide on any uniform mesh. So, both methods must satisfy the same zero-stability condition. On the other hand, θ k = 1 for any equidistant grid and, hence, the matrix H(θ k+m−l ) ≡ I in the stability condition (3.2) . This follows from (3.3). Therefore formula (3.2) is converted to the ordinary zero-stability condition of EPP-methods (1.2) (see section 1).
For convergence, we want the interpolating EPP-method (2.1) to be zero-stable (stable, for brevity) on a set of the grids w τ as the diameter τ tends to zero. Notice that the stability condition (3.2) must hold uniformly on this set. In general, the stability requirement (3.2) imposes the following restriction on the stepsize ratios:
where the constants ω 1 and ω 2 satisfy ω 1 < 1 < ω 2 . Thus, we call grids with property (3.7) admissible and denote the set of admissible grids by W ∞ ω1,ω2 (t 0 , t end ). The symbol "∞" means that the ratio of the maximum stepsize to the minimum stepsize may be unlimited for grids belonging to the set W To prove Theorem 3.4 we repeat lines of the proof of the similar result for variablestepsize multistep formulas in [5] (see also the proof of Theorem 5.5 in [7] ). We have only to mention here that continuous dependence of entries of the matrix BH(θ k ) upon the stepsize ratio θ k follows from formula (3.3) at once.
However, we can prove a stronger result for a special family of the EPP-methods. 
where ½ := (1, 1, . . . , 1)
Then the corresponding s-stage interpolating EPP-method (2.1) is stable on any grid from the set
Proof. At first we remark that the similarity transformation T BT −1 with the matrix
shows that all eigenvalues of the matrix B in formula (3.8) are zero, except for one that is equal to s i=1 v i . This follows from the form of the inverse matrix (3.10)
Our fixed-stepsize EPP-method (1.3) is of consistency order zero at least. Therefore Further, we prove that ω 1 = 0 and ω 2 = ∞ for convergent variable-stepsize interpolating EPP-methods (2.1) with the matrix B given by formula (3.8) .
It is evident that the stability condition (3.2) is equivalent to the following one:
where R is a finite constant, entries of the matrix H(θ k+m−l ) are presented by formula (3.3), and T is any regular matrix. Notice that the constant R does not depend on grids in the set W ∞ ω1,ω2 (t 0 , t end ). Now we denote the matrix under the product sign in condition (3.11) by
where the similarity matrix T is given by (3.9) . In what follows, we study the structure of the matrix S(θ k ) for any stepsize ratio θ k . Direct calculations show that
where v i , i = 2, 3, . . . , s, are entries of the vector v in (3.8). Here, we have also used the consistency of the underlying EPP-method (1.3). It is clear from (3.12) and (3.13) that all rows in the matrix S(θ k ) are zero except for the first one. We further determine nonzero entries of the first row. The right multiplication by the matrix T −1 changes only the first column in the matrix H(θ k ). Next, entries of the first column of the transformed matrixĤ( (compare (3.5) and (3.14)). Therefore
Eventually, the left multiplication by the matrix T and, then, by the matrix T BT
. , s, are linear combinations of entries of the matrix H(θ k ).
The latter formula follows from (3.3), (3.9), (3.12), (3.13), and (3.15). Formula (3.16) results in the obvious conclusion
Thus, (3.11), (3.12), and (3.17) complete the proof of Theorem 3.6 because the entries s 1j (θ k ), j = 2, 3, . . . , s, are values of (s − 1)-degree polynomials with respect to θ k (this follows from (3.3) and (3.16)) and, hence, they are bounded for any finite-stepsize ratio θ k . Theorem 3.6 is powerful because it explains how to construct interpolating EPPmethods (2.1) that are stable on any variable grid in practice. Examples of such methods are presented in section 4. They also say that the class of the variablestepsize explicit numerical schemes mentioned in the formulation of Theorem 3.6 is not empty. Now we have got everything to prove the above-mentioned convergence result for interpolating EPP-methods (2.1). 
, and C is a finite constant. Proof. Having subtracted method (2.1b) from its defect (3.1b) we arrive at the formula
With the use of formulas (2.1a), (3.1a), (3.3), and (3.5), (3.19 ) is transformed to the form
. By induction, formula (3.20) yields the following error recursion for the interpolating EPPmethod (2.1):
In this paper, we consider, as is customary, any product to be equal to one if the upper index is smaller than the lower one.
When applying a norm to formula (3.21) we obtain the estimate
Our method (2.1) is implemented on grids from the set W ∞ ω1,ω2 (t 0 , t end ). This means that the method is stable and condition (3.2) holds for any mesh from this set. Therefore, all the products in formula (3.22) are bounded as follows:
with some constant R. The coefficient matrix A is constant and, hence, its norm is also bounded. Now we consider the term g(
) . Under the conditions of Theorem 3.7, the mapping g(t, x) is continuously differentiable in a convex neighborhood of the exact solution. Therefore, we come to the following estimate:
Here, we have utilized formulas (3.3), (3.5) and the mean-value theorem. It is obvious that the factor sup 0≤ν≤1
Next, the third summand in formula (3.22) is evidently estimated by
whereR is a new constant. Formula (3.25) follows from (3.23) and a Taylor expansion of the defect (3.1) around the mesh node t i . We recall that the order conditions (1.6) hold for the underlying fixed-stepsize s-stage EPP-method (1.3) of consistency order p.
). Then, we take into account accumulation of the errors when summating the defects in the latter formula to arrive at (3.25) .
Thus, formula (3.22) and estimates (3.23), (3.24) , and (3.25) lead to the final inequality
with some constants C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 . Having solved (3.26) We remark that the above proof implies also that quasi-consistency condition (1.8b) or double quasi-consistency conditions (1.10b) do not work, in general, to improve the convergence order of interpolating EPP-methods (2.1) because of the variable matrix H(θ k ) involved in numerical integration (see formula (3.21)).
At the end of this section, we discuss an error estimation strategy for the interpolating EPP-methods. First, we impose the following extra condition on the rate of stepsize change:
where τ is the diameter of the grid, as defined in the beginning of section 2, and Ω is a finite constant. Notice that the same assumption appears also in some other global error evaluation theories, but (3.27) does not influence their practical implementation at all (see, for instance, [11] , [13] , [14] for further details and explanation). (t 0 , t end ) . Below, we consider only variable grids from this set. We point out that Theorem 3.7 proves additionally that no numerical scheme (2.1) is either quasi-consistent or doubly quasi-consistent on variable meshes. However, we want to use double quasi consistency in our error estimation technique. To do this, we have to ensure that the error of the polynomial interpolation involved in computation does not negatively influence the leading term of the true error of interpolating EPPmethods. This imposes two extra conditions on the interpolating EPP-methods under discussion and their starting procedure, as explained in Theorem 3.8.
At first, we recall that the double quasi-consistency conditions (1.10) imply that the principal terms of the local and true errors of the EPP-method (1.3) coincide (see Theorem 4 in [19] 
Then the interpolating EPP-method
where ΔX 
). We remark that the underlying EPP-method is doubly quasi-consistent of order p. Hence, formula (1.9a) in Definition 1.6 says that it is consistent of order p − 1.
In turn, the latter asymptotic formula is equivalent to
The error ΔX k k−1 can be represented in the form The necessity of (3.33) follows from condition (3.28) and the convergence theorem, Theorem 3.7 (see the error estimate (3.18)).
Notice that utilization of another s-stage interpolating EPP-method (2.1) is a natural requirement of the embedded method error estimation presented in [19] . Its application to pairs of methods (2.1) and (3.30) is discussed at length in the next section. Thus, Corollary 3.9 allows the same numerical solutionX k k to be used effectively in the doubly quasi-consistent method (3.30) and in our error evaluation scheme as well.
Global error estimation and control in interpolating EPP-methods.
It is proved in [19] that an efficient global error estimation is possible in fixedstepsize stable doubly quasi-consistent EPP-method (1.3) on the basis of the embedded method notion. Now we accommodate that result to variable-stepsize stable EPP-methods of the interpolation type.
First, the embedded method error estimation exploits two methods with the local errors of different order (with respect to the stepsize). One of them must be doubly quasi-consistent on grids w τ ∈ W Ω ω1,ω2 (t 0 , t end ) generated automatically in the course of integration in order to use the error evaluation formula presented in the cited paper. Second, the interpolating polynomial H s−1 k−1 (t) can utilize any of the numerical solutions that are available from these two embedded methods. If we now take into account conditions (3.28) and (3.33), then it will be clear that the embedded s-stage underlying fixed-stepsize EPP-methods (1.3) must be of consistency orders s − 3 and s. Moreover, the lower order method is to be doubly quasi-consistent of order s − 2 and, hence, it is convergent of the same order on equidistant meshes. We recall that the local error of this method is evaluated by the above-mentioned embedded method error estimation and its double quasi consistency ensures that the local error and the true error are asymptotically equal. On the other hand, it has been remarked in section 3 that there exists no doubly quasi-consistent method (2.1) because its interpolating matrix H(θ k ) dramatically influences formulas (1.9b) in the definition of double quasi consistency (see section 1). To resolve this inconsistency, we fit the interpolating polynomial to the numerical solution obtained from the higher order embedded formula and denote it further byH s−1 k−1 (t), as in Theorem 3.8. In other words, we utilize the method (3.30) corresponding to the lower order doubly quasiconsistent fixed-stepsize formula (1.3) with the polynomial interpolation on the basis of the more accurate numerical solutionX k k from the other interpolating EPP-method (2.1). In this way, we derive the pair of embedded interpolating EPP-methods of convergence orders s − 2 and s − 1. This follows from Theorems 3.7 and 3.8. Notice that we can theoretically use a higher order interpolating EPP-method (2.1) built on a fixed-stepsize method (1.3) of consistency order s−1. It will result in the interpolating method of the same convergence order. However, we do not recommend it for practical implementation because this will reduce the accuracy of the output solution but still require the same amount of computation work as for the fixed-stepsize method (1.3) of consistency order s.
Third, Theorem 3.8 says in addition that we have to continue with the higher order numerical solutionX k k and to utilize the same solution in the error estimation formula It is clear from the above discussion and the latter theorem that formula (4.1) correctly evaluates the principal term of the local error of the interpolating EPPscheme (3.30) in the embedded pair. This estimate obviously coincides with the principal term of the local error of the underlying doubly quasi-consistent method (1.3) on the equidistant grid w k with the stepsize τ k , which is introduced in the beginning of section 2. On the other hand, the local and true errors of any doubly quasi-consistent scheme are asymptotically equal by definition. Eventually, we control the global error of the underlying doubly quasi-consistent method (1.3) of order s − 2, but perform actual integration by the embedded method of order s − 1 (output solution), which is usual in the embedded method error estimation scheme. So, we expect that our adaptive numerical methods will work properly to produce numerical solutions for user-supplied accuracy conditions in practice. We emphasize that the conventional stepsize selection regulates the local error of the doubly quasi-consistent method and, hence, its global error as well. Thus, no repeated computation is needed from the beginning of the integration interval [t 0 , t end ] to calculate accurate numerical solutions in an automatic regime.
Further, we present three pairs of embedded interpolating EPP-methods of the above-described form. All these numerical schemes satisfy the following conditions imposed on their coefficients:
Thus, we have only to give two matrices A and A emb and two vectors c and v in order to completely determine each embedded pair below. They are the following:
1. The embedded pair of 4-stage interpolating EPP-methods of orders 2 and 3 (IEPP23, for brevity).
Coefficients of the doubly quasi-consistent method (3.30) of order 2: 
The embedded pair of 5-stage interpolating EPP-methods of orders 3 and 4 (IEPP34, for brevity).
Coefficients of the doubly quasi-consistent method (3.30) of order 3: Coefficients of the doubly quasi-consistent method (3.30) of order 4: Coefficients of all the EPP-methods here were computed in Maple 11.0 to satisfy a certain number of consistency conditions (1.6) or a certain number of double quasiconsistency conditions (1.10), depending on the order of the method. Condition (3.8) is imposed on the matrices B and B emb of all the EPP-pairs above to make them stable on any variable grid (see Theorem 3.6). Notice that all the embedded pairs also satisfy the extra condition B emb = B, which is recommended for the utilized error estimation in practice (see Remark 4 in [19] ).
In the next section, we present a number of numerical examples to exhibit efficiency of these new numerical schemes in general and our global error estimation and control technique in particular.
Numerical examples.
We perform here numerical tests to check how our peer pairs work in practice. More precisely, we intend to examine their ability to satisfy user-supplied accuracy requirements in automatic mode and for one computation over the integration interval. We emphasize that all the pairs listed in section 4 are supplied with the conventional local error control facility on the basis of error estimates (4.1). Moreover, we compare our interpolating EPP-methods and builtin explicit MATLAB solvers implemented also with local error control. We will see advantages of the local error control mechanism when implemented in doubly quasiconsistent numerical schemes.
In our tests, we exploit the following problems: It is important for our purpose in this paper that all test problems above possess known solutions. More precisely, the exact solution of Problem I is represented in the closed form (5.1)
x 1 (t) = exp sin t 2 , x 2 (t) = exp 5 sin t 2 , x 3 (t) = sin t 2 + 1, x 4 (t) = cos t 2 .
Therefore we can easily calculate exact errors of numerical integrations and compare them with prescribed tolerances (i.e., with the required accuracy of computation).
In this way, we check how the error estimation formula (4.1) and the local error control mechanism work together to ensure accurate results from the interpolating EPP-methods presented in section 4. Problem II has no closed form solution, but it is still useful for gaining experience because its solution-path is periodic with the period T (this solution is called the Arenstorf orbit; see [7, pp. 129-130 ] for more details). Thus, we merely monitor the error at the point T to verify the quality of numerical solutions computed. Problem III has the exact solution
Notice that it is of Prothero and Robinson type (see [22] ) and can be stiff when the parameter λ is big enough. The embedded interpolating EPP-methods are coded and run in MATLAB 6.5.1 on a personal computer with processor Intel Pentium IV, 3.0 GHz under operating system Microsoft Windows XP. The initial stepsize τ int is chosen to be 0.01 in all tests of this paper. We stress that the numerical schemes considered here are twostep. Thus, a starting procedure of good quality is needed, as mentioned in the beginning of section 4. We apply formulas of the exact solutions (5.1) and (5.2) to calculate the starting vectorsX 0 0 for Problems I and III, respectively. For Problem II, we use the extrapolated midpoint rule, as explained in [12] , to calculate this starting vector numerically and consider that the initial error does not influence experimental data dramatically. The stage valuex k ks from the higher order method is taken in each embedded pair as the output solution at any mesh point t k+1 .
We recall that all the interpolating EPP-methods listed in section 4 are stable on any variable mesh. This is clear from Theorem 3.6. However, Theorem 3.7 requires that the rate θ k of stepsize change must be bounded to ensure convergence of the peer methods discussed in this paper. Moreover, the interpolation error involved in numerical integration can influence the output result crucially. For both reasons, we limit variable grids used in the experiments below as follows: 0 < θ k < 1.5 and τ k ≤ τ max := 0.01, k = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1, where τ max is the upper bound for stepsizes.
We mentioned earlier that our peer methods are to be compared with usual MAT-LAB solvers. So, we take all explicit codes, namely ODE23, ODE45, and ODE113, to perform the comparison. We stress that ODE45 is considered to be efficient for many ODEs. All these codes (our own and those of MATLAB) are run for the following set of tolerances: tol := 1.0E − 03, 5.0E − 04, 1.0E − 04, 5.0E − 05, 1.0E − 05, 5.0E − 06, 1.0E −06. The parameters AbsTol:= tol and RelTol:= tol are set in the MATLAB solvers. We point out that the relative error is not controlled in our peer methods because we plan to check that error estimation formula (4.1) provides us with sufficient information on the global error behavior. On the other hand, it is a common practice to apply ODE23, ODE45, and ODE113 with the relative error control facility by setting RelTol=AbsTol. Therefore we examine the performance of the MATLAB codes in two regimes: with the relative error control when RelTol:= tol and without the relative error control by setting RelTol:= 1.0E − 10. Additionally, we bound the maximum stepsize in the ODE solvers in both regimes by including the option MaxStep:= 0.01, as in our peer methods.
Thus, we intend at first to check the ability of the interpolating EPP-methods presented in this paper to satisfy preassigned accuracy conditions in automatic mode and for one computation over the integration interval. Next, we want to compare the performance of our codes based on variable-stepsize peer methods and the abovelisted MATLAB solvers (with and without the relative error control) in the sense of accuracy of computation. We expect to show that the usual local error control can be very powerful in doubly quasi-consistent numerical schemes. Figure 5 .1 displays the behavior of the errors of all codes (our own and built-in MATLAB solvers) versus the set of error tolerances described above. Here and below, the global errors of numerical integrations are plotted for Problems I and III on the graphs scaled logarithmically in sup-norm. The exact errors at the end-point T of the integration interval are exhibited for Problem II. We see clearly that the conventional local error control and the error estimation formula (4.1) are effective in the embedded interpolating EPP-methods to compute numerical solutions satisfying the given accuracy conditions for all test problems. In other words, the global errors of the top and bottom left-hand graphs in Figure 5 .1 and the exact errors of the middle left-hand graph are below the accuracy border represented by the thick line in every picture. On the other hand, ODE23, ODE45, and ODE113 produce numerical solutions with the errors exceeding our accuracy requirement in the majority of integrations; i.e., the errors are above the thick line (see the right-hand graphs in Figure 5 .1). More precisely, only ODE113 satisfies the accuracy condition for Problems I and III and ODE45 does the same for Problem III. This is an implication of high order numerical methods implemented in these particular MATLAB codes and our stepsize restriction MaxStep:= 0.01. If we omit this option, then the results of computation will be worsened significantly. Observe that the numerical solutions calculated by the ODE solvers without the relative error control do not improve the general conclusion (compare the right-hand plots in Figure 5 .1 and the left-hand plots in Figure 5 .2). In addition, we point out that the scales of graphs for our IEPP-methods applied to Problems I and II and the scales of similar graphs for the MATLAB codes differ considerably. More precisely, the errors of the ODE solvers are much bigger (compare the left-hand plots in Figure 5 .1 with the right-hand plots in Figure 5 .1 and the left-hand plots in Figure 5 .2).
All of this is not surprising because the local and true errors of a consistent numerical method are weakly related and can differ significantly. In contrast, these errors are asymptotically equal in doubly quasi-consistent schemes. That is why the conventional local error control mechanism is expected to regulate the global error at the same time and to produce numerical solutions of prescribed quality in doubly quasi-consistent methods. It is also worthwhile to remark that the numerical results from the MATLAB ODE solvers are particularly bad for the first test problem. More precisely, ODE23 computes the poor numerical solutions, and the accuracy of ODE45 is not improved in line with the decreasing tolerance in both regimes (i.e., with and without the relative error control). ODE113 works reasonably well with the relative error control and poorly when RelTol:= 1.0E − 10 (see the top right-hand plot in Figure 5 .1 and the top left-hand plot in Figure 5 .2). However, our peer methods solve Problem I for all preassigned accuracies (see the top left-hand plot in Figure 5 .1).
Let us now make our test problems more difficult for the accurate numerical integration. This implies for Problems I and II that we solve them on larger intervals. More precisely, we integrate the first problem on the interval [0, 4] and the second one on the interval [0, 2T ]. In Problem III, we merely increase its stiffness by setting λ := 100. As usual, the global errors are calculated by means of the exact solutions (5.1) and (5.2) for the first and third test problems as the maximum of errors in supnorm over the integration interval. For the second problem, we evaluate the exact error at the end of the extended integration interval, again in sup-norm.
The right-hand columns of experiment. They say that the accuracies of all numerical solutions evidently worsen for the modified test problems. However, the situation improves for the embedded interpolating peer methods when more stringent tolerances are utilized (see the lefthand plots in Figure 5. 3). This corresponds well to our theory because double quasi consistency ensures that only the principal terms of the local and true errors coincide. The remaining terms can differ significantly. Therefore the extension of the integration intervals raises the chance for the remaining terms to contribute strongly to the global error and to reduce the reliability of our global error control. The bigger stiffness parameter λ has also decreased the accuracy of the numerical integration by the interpolating EPP-methods. This is quite obvious because the stiffness negatively influences the accuracy of the Newton interpolation formula involved in the computation. Nevertheless, the smaller tolerances increase the quality of the numerical integration by the peer methods considerably. The accuracies of the numerical solu-tions computed by the interpolating EPP-schemes for the relaxed accuracy conditions exceed but are close to the requirement (see the left-hand column of Figure 5.3) . On the other hand, all ODE solvers produce inaccurate results for the first two test problems in both regimes, and only ODE45 computes the numerical solutions satisfying our accuracy conditions for one test problem (see the right-hand plots in Figures 5.2 and  5.3) . Again, there is a huge difference in the scales of the graphs representing the data of the numerical integration of Problems I and II by our embedded IEPP-methods and the built-in MATLAB codes.
Eventually, we conclude from the above discussion that the variable-stepsize interpolating EPP-pairs introduced in this paper are superior to the usual consistent methods in terms of accuracy of numerical integration of differential equations. Further, we intend to find the most efficient method among three embedded pairs presented in section 4. For that, we display the outcome of our two experiments in the form of performance profiles. This technique was introduced for optimization software by Dolan and Moré [6] . Its use for analyzing ODE solvers is shown in [9, pp. 320-326] in detail, including corresponding MATLAB codes.
The performance profile method is designed to answer a common question in scientific computing: how to compare several competing methods on a set of test problems. In our particular case, we examined the set Methods of three variablestepsize interpolating EPP-pairs presented in section 4. The performance measure t m (p) of code m on problem p is the accuracy of numerical solution computed by method m to problem p or the corresponding execution time of this code. More precisely, in the first case t m (p) means the global error for Problems I and III and the exact error at the end-point of the integration interval for Problem II. Methods IEPP23, IEPP34, and IEPP45 are run for tol = 1.0E − 05. Therefore we have examined our three codes on l = 6 test problems denoted by Problems. This set consists of all the original and modified Problems I, II, and III.
According to the performance profile technique, we calculate the performance ratio which is monotonically increasing. Thus, φ m (ν) is the probability that the performance of code m is within a factor ν of the best performance over all implementations on the given set of problems. Figure 5 .4 presents two performance profiles for our peer methods. The lefthand plot is for the accuracy performance and the right-hand graph is for their speed performance. For each interpolating EPP-pair, we plot the parameter ν (x-axis) against the method's performance profile φ m (ν) (y-axis) in Figure 5 .4. More detail on the performance profile method for ODE solvers and its interpretation can be found in [9, pp. 320-326] . Figure 5 .4 shows that the fastest method is IEPP45 (see the right-hand plot), but IEPP45 is the most inaccurate one (see the left-hand plot). This phenomenon is easily explained by the method's order. On the other hand, it is quite a surprising result that the best method in the sense of the accuracy of computation is IEPP34. One would expect that the lowest order method IEPP23 could produce the most accurate numerical solutions. Certainly, IEPP23 is the most expensive in practice. Thus, we conclude that IEPP34 is the best method among the interpolating EPP-pairs listed in section 4 for numerical integration of Problems I, II, and III (both original and modified). However, the search for more efficient embedded interpolating EPPmethods will be done in the future.
6.
Conclusion. This paper continues Kulikov and Weiner's studies [12] , [19] of double quasi consistency of numerical schemes. It presents the first variable-stepsize methods that accommodate this property to the cheap global error control mechanism. More precisely, the fixed-stepsize doubly quasi-consistent peer methods constructed in [19] have been extended to variable grids by means of the well-known polynomial interpolation approach. Thus, interpolating explicit peer methods have been introduced and studied at length. The most surprising result is that we have discovered that the simple condition imposed on the coefficient matrix B of the interpolating EPP-methods ensures their zero-stability on any variable mesh (see Theorem 3.6).
Strictly speaking, the peer methods from Definition 2.1 cannot be doubly quasiconsistent. This is evident from Theorem 3.7 (see the comment after the proof of this theorem). However, we can accommodate this property to benefit the global error estimation and control in the numerical schemes under discussion on the basis of another, more accurate numerical solution utilized to fit the interpolating polynomial for the doubly quasi-consistent method (see Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9). We have presented three pairs of embedded interpolating EPP-methods constructed in this way in section 4.
Our numerical experiments in section 5 confirm efficiency of this new numerical technique for accurate integration of differential equations. We stress that most numerical solutions computed here by the peer methods provide the required accuracy of calculation at no extra cost. In other words, our methods with the inherent global error control facility compute accurate numerical solutions for one computation over the integration interval, which is not possible, in general, in conventional consistent methods with global error control. The principal reason is the fact that the local and true errors of a consistent numerical scheme are weakly related and can differ considerably. Therefore any local error control is not able to properly restrain the global error at the same time. In the methods presented here, the local and true errors are asymptotically equal. That is why the usual local error control produces accurate numerical solutions, especially for stringent tolerances. Certainly, our approach cannot be as robust as the best global error control techniques, but it is much cheaper because we never recompute the numerical solution from the beginning of the integration interval in this paper.
The comparison of IEPP23, IEPP34, and IEPP45 with all built-in explicit MAT-LAB solvers shows the potential of using double quasi consistency in practical computations. Nevertheless, a search for the best embedded interpolating EPP-methods is yet to be done. We also plan to build and investigate variable-coefficient doubly quasiconsistent explicit parallel peer methods in the class of numerical schemes introduced by Weiner et al. [29] , [30] .
